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ecology or conservation for nature’s sake, but Forests policy has rarely been about Vietnam’s forests during the tumultuous twentieth century. Forest policy has rarely been about ecological relations as the glaciers recede. to and control over water affects political and social relationships that shaped the Pu’er market . . . and a fine addition to the literature on the cultural biographies of commodities.” —China Quarterly

“An admirably coherent analysis of the complex social relationships that shaped the Pu’er market . . . and a fine addition to the literature on the cultural biographies of commodities.” —China Quarterly

Forests Are Gold examines the management of Vietnam’s forests during the tumultuous twentieth century. Forest policy has rarely been about ecology or conservation for nature’s sake, but about managing citizens and society, a process McElwee terms “environmental rule.”

In this time of climate change and neoliberal expansion, shared waterways in the Peruvian highlands illustrate how water is becoming entangled in political, social, and cultural concerns. Andean Waterways traces how access to and control over water affects political and ecological relations as the glaciers recede.

Since Brazil first encouraged large-scale Amazonian colonization, violence and confusion have often accompanied national policies. For Amazonian inhabitants (from highly capitalized ranchers to landless workers), property is a dynamic category that becomes salient in the making: it is conjured through papers, appeals to state officials, and the manipulation of landscapes and memories of occupation.

In this time of climate change and neoliberal expansion, shared waterways in the Peruvian highlands illustrate how water is becoming entangled in political, social, and cultural concerns. Andean Waterways traces how access to and control over water affects political and ecological relations as the glaciers recede.
These case studies show the scale of Chinese influence in the region and the ways in which various countries mitigate their unequal relationship with China by negotiating asymmetry, circumventing hegemony, and embracing, resisting, or manipulating the terms dictated by Chinese capital.

312 PP., 9 ILLUS. $30.00 PAPERBACK, 9780295999302

This volume turns to the intimate territory of the family to challenge prevailing scholarly assumptions about gender and generational hierarchies in Chinese society. Case studies examine factors such as social class, geography, and globalization as they relate to patriarchal practice and resistance to it. The contributors bring the concept of patriarchy back to the heart of China studies while rethinking its significance in dominant Western-centric theories of modernity.

312 PP. $30.00 PAPERBACK, 9780295999821

Rural Origins, City Lives probes long-held assumptions about migrant workers in China. Drawing on fieldwork in Nanjing, Roberta Zavoretti argues that many rural-born urban-dwellers are—contrary to state policy and media portrayals—heterogeneous in their employment, lifestyle, and aspirations.

220 PP. $50.00 HARDCOVER, 9780295999241

Based on interviews and informal conversations with nearly sixty current and former correspondents, Reporting for China documents a diverse group of professionals, who hold political views from nationalist to liberal, but are constrained in their ability to report on the world by China’s media control, audience tastes, and the declining market for traditional media.

APRIL 2017 208 PP. $25.00 PAPERBACK, 9780295741314

Enclaves along the India-Bangladesh border, pieces of India inside of Bangladesh, and vice versa, are spaces in which national security, belonging, and control are shown in sharp relief. Through ethnographic and historical analysis, Cons argues that these spaces are key locations for rethinking the production of territory in South Asia today.

224 PP., 9 ILLUS. $45.00 HARDCOVER, 9780295995526

Exploring several utopian imaginaries and practices, A Place for Utopia surveys the early twentieth century to the present, the biographical and the anthropological, the cultural and the conjunctural, South Asia, Europe, and North America.

224 PP., 61 ILLUS. $30.00 PAPERBACK, 9780295997384
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**FRONTIER LIVELIHOODS**
*Hmong in the Sino-Vietnamese Borderlands*

**SARAH TURNER, CHRISTINE BONNIN, AND JEAN MICHAUD**

Bridging the traditional divide between studies of China and peninsular Southeast Asia by examining Hmong communities in Vietnam and in China’s Yunnan Province, *Frontier Livelihoods* covers the reactions to state modernization projects in two separate national jurisdictions.

**March 2017**
234 pp., 34 illus.
$30.00 paperback, 9780295741734

---

**TRACING AUTISM**
*Uncertainty, Ambiguity, and the Affective Labor of Neuroscience*

**DES FITZGERALD IN VIVO**

Fitzgerald offers an up-close account of the search for a neurological explanation of autism. He draws out how autism scientists talk and feel their way through their research, demonstrating its profoundly affective character, and expanding our understanding of what is at stake in the new brain sciences.

**July 2017**
234 pp.
$30.00 paperback, 9780295741918

---

**EDUCATING THE CHINESE INDIVIDUAL**
*Life in a Rural Boarding School*

**METTE HALSKOV HANSEN**

Drawing on fieldwork in a rural high school, Mette Hansen paints a complex picture of China’s emerging “neo-socialist” educational system and shows how individualization of students both challenges and reinforces state control of society.

**240 pp.**
$30.00 paperback, 9780295994093

---

**THE GIFT OF KNOWLEDGE**
*Said and the Unsaid*

**VIRGINIA BEAVERT**
**EDITED BY JANNE UNDERRINER**

Since its original publication in 2007, *Reading Orientalism* has been the preeminent critical assessment of the late Edward Said’s seminal 1978 book *Orientalism* and the debate surrounding it. Varisco provides an ambitious intellectual history of the debates that Said’s work has sparked. “Varisco’s book makes for exhilarating reading.” — *Times Literary Supplement*

**March 2017**
518 pp.
$30.00 paperback, 9780295741635

---
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Cover Image: South China Sea: Crewmen of the amphibious cargo ship USS *Durham* (LKA-114) take Vietnamese refugees aboard a small craft, April 1975. Photographer unknown. Courtesy of the National Archives and Records Administration and Wikimedia Commons.